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Overview
This bill contains various policy changes and clarifications involving regulation of
motor vehicles and driver’s license administration.

Summary
Section Description

Surrender plates and credit tax paid.
Adds a cross reference to an existing motor vehicle title transfer fee (which is
codified outside of the chapter of statutes on motor vehicle registration).
Installments; registration generally.
Modifies due dates when the vehicle registration tax is paid in installments for a
truck, farm truck, recreational vehicle, or trailer, to be in two equal parts due June 1
and November 1. Makes technical changes.
Requirements upon subsequent transfer; service fee.
Sets a service fee at $7, instead of a variable amount of up to $7, which a deputy
registrar may charge a motor vehicle dealer to handle notification to the Department
of Public Safety of a vehicle sold for use outside of the state.
Notification on vehicle held for resale; service fee.
Sets a service fee at $7, instead of a variable amount of up to $7, which a deputy
registrar may charge a motor vehicle dealer to handle to the Department of Public
Safety of acquisition of a vehicle held by the dealer for resale.
Variance for homebound individuals.
Authorizes the Department of Public Safety to provide, for a person who is
homebound, a variance from in-person photo requirements to obtain or renew a
non-REAL ID Minnesota identification card. Identifies conditions that must be met.
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Section Description

Transfer of motor vehicle mileage; mileage disclosure.
Revises a statute that incorporates federal regulations by reference regarding
odometer disclosure, to reference the current regulations instead of regulations in
place as of October 1, 1998. Allows for electronic mileage reporting. Effective the day
after enactment.
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